
ISC2937: Scientific and Social Dimensions of Climate Change Due September 16, 2020

Problem Set 3

1. Imagine that the Sun’s radius doubles (but the Sun maintains the same surface temperature). What
happens to the Earth’s solar constant and the Earth’s surface temperature? To answer this question,
assume that the Earth doesn’t have the atmosphere.

2. Assume that a planet does not have an atmosphere. Its solar constant is S = 3000W/m2 and an albedo
α = 0.6. What is the planet’s surface temperature?

3. A planet has a solar constant S = 2000 W/m2, an albedo α = 0.7, and a radius r = 3000 km. What
would happen to the temperature if the planet’s radius doubles?

4. A planet in another solar system has a solar constant S = 2000 W/m2, and the distance between the
planet and the star is 100 million km.

(a) What is the total power output of the star? (Give your answer in watts.)

(b) What is the solar constant of a planet located 75 million km from the same star? (Give your answer
in watts per square meter.)

5. As we will discover later in the course, one way to solve global warming is to increase the reflectivity of
the planet. To reduce the Earth’s temperature by 1K, how much would we have to change the albedo?
(Assume a one-layer planet with an initial albedo of 0.3 and solar constant of 1360 W/m2.)

6. Draw a diagram (like Figure 4.7 from Dessler, or how we drew it in class) that shows the energy flows
for a planet with a two-layer atmosphere. The solar constant for the planet is S = 3000 W/m2 and the
albedo of the planet is α = 0.1. What is the surface temperature of this planet?

7. One argument you hear against climate science is that adding greenhouse gasses to the atmosphere is like
painting a window. Eventually, the window is opaque, so that adding another coat of paint does nothing,
Is this a good analogy? Is there a point where adding greenhouse gases to the atmosphere does not lead
to increases in the planet’s temperature?
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